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A B S T R A C T

The Python package vanilla-option-pricing implements procedures to price European vanilla options under the
Black framework, using different stochastic models for the underlying asset. Currently, the geometric Brownian
motion, the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process and a two-factor mean-reverting process are available. The library
supports market calibration, providing tools to tune the parameters of the stochastic processes against a set of
listed options. The intended audience for the package is made of researchers and practitioners interested in
quantitative finance and energy derivatives.
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1. Introduction

Since the 90s, the liberalization of energy markets in Europe and
America boosted the interest in financial derivatives: European vanilla
options are among the simplest and most widespread derivatives. Most
methods to price such securities rely on stochastic models of the
underlying asset [1]. A first issue for researchers and practitioners is
thus choosing an appropriate model for a specific commodity. A second
equally relevant problem is tuning the parameters of the model to fit
the market situation.

In order to capture the peculiar features of energy commodities,
multi-factor processes have become a popular choice [2,3]. Under the
established Black framework [4,5], computing the no-arbitrage price
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of a European vanilla option requires the evaluation of the variance
of the underlying at a given time instant. Expressions for the variance
of several relevant processes are known [6,7] and recent works have
proposed general methods applicable to linear stochastic models [8].

While several libraries to price options with the Black formula
are available [9], to the best of our knowledge no open-source pack-
age allows for the adoption of models different from the Geometric
Brownian Motion (GBM). The Python package vanilla-option-pricing sup-
ports two more models: the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (OU) process and the
Log-spot price mean reverting to generalized Wiener process (LMR-
GW), a two-factor mean-reverting model originally proposed for power
prices [10]. The modular structure of the package easily allows further
contributions and extensions.
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Moreover, vanilla-option-pricing provides a simple way to perform
market calibration, that is to fit the parameters of a stochastic model
to the prices of a set of listed options.

2. Description and features

The theoretical background for vanilla-option-pricing is presented
n [8]. The software is distributed as a Python package, which can be
nstalled via pip or by cloning the GitHub repository - Code meta data
able.

The class VanillaOption in the module option represents a
uropean vanilla option and allows the efficient computation of the
mplied volatility via the py_vollib library [9]. The classes in the module
odels allow to compute the variance of GBM, OU, and LMR-GW
t a given time instant. Moreover, they provide methods to price a
uropean vanilla option under the Black framework. Such methods
ompute the variance of the underlying at the option maturity date
sing the model represented by the class and plug the result into the
lack formula. The details of the option contract can be passed either
sing a VanillaOption object or keyword arguments.

The class ModelCalibration in the module calibration
rovides tools to perform efficient market calibration. The problem of
itting the model parameters to the price of a given set of options is
ramed as a non-convex optimization program, which is solved using
he scipy library.

. Contributing

The code of vanilla-option-pricing is freely available on GitHub and
ull requests are welcome. The codebase is currently covered by unit
ests and a continuous integration pipeline is built on top of GitHub
ctions. Code coverage is measured by codecov and the documentation
s automatically generated using sphinx and published on Read the Docs.

. Impact

The software was created in the context of a research project on
nergy derivatives, whose main results are reported in [8,11] and is
sed in ongoing research at the Identification and Control of Dynamic
ystems Laboratory of the University of Pavia. A talk about the appli-
ation of vanilla-option-pricing to market calibration was delivered at
nergy Finance Italy III [12].

The package was adopted by a major Italian utility in the context
f their research on energy derivatives and is currently used to fit
tochastic models aimed at pricing exotic derivatives. The procedures
mplemented in the library significantly cut the time required to cali-
rate the models with respect to Monte Carlo methods and enabled the
doption of multi-factor processes.

Statistics from the Python package index (PyPI) suggest that the
ibrary has been downloaded by hundreds of other users since its
elease.

5. Conclusion and future improvements

The package vanilla-option-pricing has already been adopted by both
academic researchers and practitioners. However, it is still under active
development: version 0.1.0 was released in October 2020 [13].

In the near future, we plan to increase the efficiency of the model
calibration procedure by adopting the vectorized operations enabled
by numpy. We also intend to feature numerical optimization methods
based on the first and second derivatives of the loss function, possibly
computed by an automatic differentiation tool like jax. Finally, we
would like to include visualization tools in the package, to allow for an
easy assessment of the goodness of fit achieved by model calibration.
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